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Scooter racing tyres

- The new generation of racing tyres

- A successor to the successful MC31 S-RACER tread pattern

- The focus in development was to enhance contact patch in all 

phases of lean angles

- Tyre construction and shape maximize contact patch at extreme 

lean angles 

- Improved stability and behaviour during cornering owing to the 

perfected tyre shape providing a more precise steering and faster 

changes of directions when making turns  

- It allows greater lean angles than its forerunner  

- Superb braking and acceleration performance 

- New compounds are marked with redesigned labels on tyre 

sidewalls 

Very soft compound for 

qualifications. Suitable also for 

rainy and cold weather when the 

riding surface is smooth.

For riding at cold to warm 

temperatures and on mid rough 

surfaces. 

When the weather is hot and the 

riding surface rough.

NORM SUPER SOFT SOFT MEDIUM Size Expected availability

574249 574254 574283 574287 100/90-12 49P TL April 2015

574251 574272 574284 574291 120/80-12 55P TL April 2015

574252 574280 574285 574293 3.50-10 51P TL April 2015

574253 574295 100/90-10 56P TL April 2015
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Scooter racing tyres

- The new generation of racing rain tyres

- A completely renewed, specific tread pattern design

- Refined tyre shape for superb cornering stability

- Siped tyre edge is designed to deliver a larger contact patch at extreme 

angles  

- The new tyre tread pattern provides excellent water drainage at high 

speeds 

- Optimum groove width ensures a longer service life  

- Central grooves provide water drainage on a level road and prevent 

aquaplaning 

- Central grooves pass over to transverse grooves, which evacuate water 

at lean angles 

- The new, rain compound ensures good grip in rainy, cold and bad 

weather  

- Quick tyre warm-up thanks to the new compound  

Size Compund Expected availability

100/90-12 49P TL SOFT-for rain May 2015

120/80-12 55P TL SOFT-for rain May 2015

3.50-10 51P TL SOFT-for rain May 2015

Pattern draft
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COMPOUNDS

Compund changes
- 12 inch: SUPER SOFT will be softer – new compound. SOFT will have the recapture of old SUPER SOFT. MEDIUM will have the recapture of new 
SOFT version. 
- 10 inch: SUPER SOFT will be softer – new compound. SOFT will be improved – new version but on the same level of SHA as previous version. 
MEDIUM stays as it is. 

Sizes: 100/90-12 y 120/80-12
SHA MC31 (old) MC35 (new)

44 SUPER SOFT
48 SUPER SOFT SOFT
51 SOFT MEDIUM
56 MEDIUM

Sizes: 3.50-10
SHA MC31 (old) MC35 (new)

44 SUPER SOFT
48 SUPER SOFT
51 SOFT SOFT
56 MEDIUM MEDIUM



Thank you for your attention


